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Preliminary Report on Geo2hysical Investigations

of Under=Llad Water Alice Springs, N.T. 1956.

The water supply for the town of Alice Springs, N.T. 9

is provided from underground and a geophysical investigation
was recently carried out by the Bureau of Mineral Resources to
assist further development of the water resources. The survey
was conducted during September, October and November, 1956,
and was confined to the following three areas (see Plate 1):-

The Basin Area.
2 The Bungalow Area.
3 The Farm Area.

(1) The Basin Area.

This area,is defined by Owen (1952) as the southern
lobe of the shallow Alice Springs river basin and is bounded
by the hospital to the north, Heavitree Gap to the south and
the exposed bedrock to the east and west (Plate 2).

Hydrological and geological investigations of the
Basin, which have been carried out intermittently since 1939,
include research. into such problems as capacity, salinity,
recharge, water-table fluctuations and hydraulic gradients.
Reports on some of these problems have been submitted by Owen
(1952 and 1954) and data are being collected by the Bureau's
Resident Geologist, Alice Springs.

The following summary of the geology of the area is
taken from the report by Owen (1954) ,

Quaternary 'sediments of soil and alternating layers
of unconsolidated silt, sand and gravel overlie Archaeozoic
metamorphic and igneous rocks. The southern limit of the
basin is Heavitree, where . Proterozoic quartzites crop out.

The main purpose of the geophysical survey was to
supply further details concerning

(i) the capacity of the basin,
(ii) the limits of potable water,

and^possible areas of future development.

(i) The capacity depends largely on the thickness and
nature of the sediments overlying the bedrock. The seismic
method was used at several places to determine the depth to
bedrock.

(ii) The electrical resistivity of a formation is a
function Of the salinity of the interstitial water and the pore'
volume. By investigating ehanges in the electrical resistivity
across the basin the possible limits of potable water may be
indicated.

(iii) By consideration of the known geology and the colt-
blued results of the seismic and electrical resistivity
surveys, it might be possible to delineate areas meriting
investigation for possible future development..

The techniques used included the following

(a)^Using the -.Termer configuration of electrodes (that is,
constant spacing between the electrodes), resistivity traversing
was carried out by moving the configuration as a whole along
each traverse and taking _ground resistivity readings at 50-foot
intervals. A Goph:sical =-Arth Testing Legger was used and
electrode spacings of 100 feet and 200 feet were employed along
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the traverses shown on Plats 2. aectrode spacing of 300
feet was also used along the major portion of Traverse A.
The 'effective de -oth -penetration of the current is of the same
order as the electrode soacing used; by using different
electrode soacings, it is therefore possible to obtain values
of the ground resistivity from the surface to different de'pths.

(b) Usihg the results from the resistivity traversing as
a guide, sites wore selected for resistivity depth probes (see
Plato 2). A resistivity meter, designed and made by the Bureau,
was used for this work.

(c) Information was collected on bores and wells near the
traverses, and the resistivity of bore and well water was
determined with a mud cell and a Magger.

(d)^At most places where resistivity depth probing was
done, seismic refrrtction surveys were carried out. The equip-
ment used was the )ortable, 12-channel Midwestern shallow
reflection-refraction seismograh with geoJhones oper ating at
a frequency of 6 cycles/second. Geophone intervals of 10 feet
were used, and shot distances ranged from 5 to 300 feet.

The shallow reflection techni -,ue was also tested, but
the depth to the bottom of the alluvial basin was generally too
shallow to obtain conclusive results.

(()^Normal refraction .shooting, with :eophones at 50 and
100-foot intervals, was done over parts of the area to indicate
possible lpdrock irregularities.

The resistivity profiles are shown on Plates 3 and 4.

Outstanding features of the, profiles are the high
resistivity values along traverses in and near the Todd River,
These high values are caused by the combined effects of

(i) a decrease in depth to bedrock, and
(ii) a decrease in the salinity of the interstitial

water in the material overlying the bedrock,

To ascertain which effect is predominant, the seismic
survey was extended over this area (full'dutails will be included
in a final report).

A critical analysis of these results should be made
in conjunction with known and expected bedrock contours (Owen,
1954, Fig. 1. and Jones, 1957).

Thu resistivity contour map for 100-foot electrode
spacing (Plate 6) shows a high-resistivity zone coinciding
approximately with the Todd River. Reference to the bedrock
contours and the zone of freshwater (Jones, 1957) shows that
the resistivity high is attributed to fresh water underground,
and, north from a point between Traverses C and 14 to shallow
bedrock. A weak, high-resistivity anomaly coincides approxi-
mately with a low part of the basin (Owen, 1954 and Jones, 1957)
west of Traverse A. This anomaly is tuntatively explained
by relatively fresh' water in an old river channel.

The resistivity contour plan for 200-foot electrode
spacing (Plato 7) shows almost the same pattern as that for
100-foot spacing, except that the weak anomaly west of Traverse
A is replaced by an area of almost uniforit resistivity. Tills
change may possibly be explained by the greater influence of
the bedrock when using the larger electrode spacing.
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In the interpretation of the resistivity depth probe
data it is not possible to distinuish between the thin layers
of sands and cThys,• as they show Iv) as one formation. Plate
5 shows the Preliminary interpretation of the resistivity depth
probe curves in terms of deth to discontinuities and resistivity
values of the relevant formations. Results frorf this interpre-
tation may not be precise, but a better estimate of the
resistivities of the formations is possible if accurate depth
determinations are made. In this way, selsmic depth determina-
tions can assist in the resistivity estimates and improve
their accuracy.

The normal refraction tschnicub was used to supply
depth control for the constant•seing resistivity profiles
ana resistivity depth probes.

The seismic results will be discussed in more detail
in a final ree)ort, but tIle follow .g may be of immediate
Practical interest. At ;ieavitree Gap, the depth to the top of
the unweathered rock is 50 feet at the Liallowest point (station
1350). The seismic velocity of unweatheredrock north of
station 1500 is 18,000 ft/sec., indicating metamorphic or
igneous rocks; south of station 1500, the seismic velocity in
the bedrock ranges between 8,500 and 13,000 ft/sac., indicating
shales, sandstones and limc .stones. At a d3Dth of 10 feet a
layer of 5,00 ft/sec. velpcity was found. This velocity
corresponds to that of a, wat.ar-saturated sand. .

(2) Buny7alow Area.

The Bungalow Area is that section of the Todd River
valley bounded in the north by the Bungalow native settlement .
and in the south by the Charles River . (21ates 8 and 10). The
area is a river valley with river sediments overlying Archaeo-
zoic metamorphic and igneous rocks.

It was requested that geophysical work be conducted in
this area to ascertain its potential for development as an
additional source of underground water. For this purpose it is
required to know roughly the shape of the river basin and to
locate any possible shallow bedrock bars across the valley
suitable for the constructioil of a Mexican dam.

One traverse was surveyed along the river bed and
several short cross-traverses between the exposeC, bedrock on
both banks (Plate 8). -

Methods of investion employed were

(a) Resistivity traver:Ln3 with electrode spacings
of 100 and 200 feet.

(b) Two resistivity depth probes.

(c) Normal seismic refraction method.

The resistivity profiles .a.3:T shown on Plate 9. Cross
Traverses K, L and 11 were too short to use resistivity traversing.

The seismic refrction survey along Traverse J
determined the depth of the bedrock below the river bed, and a
profile along this traverse is also shown on Plate 9. There
is a fair degree of agreement between the high resistivity
values and decreases in de .xth to bedrock as shown by the seismic
results. This may indicate relatively uniform salinity condi-
tions along the surveyed part of the river, as is to be expected
in a valley where the sediments are subject to periodic flushing.
Plate 10 is a contour plan of the bedrock prepared from the
seismic results, and may be Useful as a guide for -Jest drilling
investigations.
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(3) Farm Area.

The area south of Heavitree Gap is part of the
• "Farm Area", and is shown on the traverse plan, Plate 11.

The following summary of the geolo gy is taken from
a communication from Prichard and Quinlan (1957), •

Fresh-water sediments wj_thin the basin range from
'Cretaceous to ::,uaternary and overlie a basement of Archaeozoic
rocks and a continuous sequence of Upper Proterozoic, Cambrian
and I,ower Ordovician sedimentary rocks which .dip steeply•to
the south. This sequence of quartizites, limästones, shales,
sandstones, etc., occurs south from Mt. Blatherskite Ridge
(Heavitree l'uartzite). A fault striking east, between Heavi-
tree . Ridge and Mt. Blatherskite Ridge, results in a fault
contact between Archaeozoic rocks and Upper Prot., -)rozoic lime-
stone, and causes a repetition of the geological sequence below
the Upper Proterozoic shales. Faulting across the regional
Strike along the Mt, Blatherskite. Ridge is on a bearing of
3400

The geophysical investigation in this area consisted
of seismic refraction traverses and four resistivity depth
probes (Soc Plate 13) •

The seismic refraction survey consisted of:

Six weathering spreads, goophone interval 10 feet
and shot point distances between 10 and 500 feet.

Thirteen normal spreads, geouhone interval 50 and
100 feet and shot point distances between 50 and
500 feet.

One normal sproad, geophone interval 220 feet and
shot point distances between 220 feet and 1,220
feet.

Plate 12 shows the results of the seismic refraction
survey . .

The profile shows formations with seismic velocities
ranging from 800 to 18,000 ft/sec, In general terms, it May
be said that the higher the velocities, the more rigj.d and
'dense (and hence the less weathered) are the rocks. From
experience gained in other surveys, the following tentative
interpretation of the velocities is made-

^(i)^16,000 to 18,000 ft/sec: unweathered igneous and
metamorphic rocks (quart-
zites), recrystallised
limestones.

10,000 to 13,000 ft/sec: unweathered sandstones and
shales, limestones, and
slightly weathered and
fractured igneous and
metamorphic rocks near the
surface.

^

(iii)^6,000 to 9,000 ft/see: weathered to unweathered
sandstones and shales,
weathered limestones or
calcareous rocks, and
weathered igneous and meta-
morphic rocks.
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formation is 30 (± 10) per cent., the T.D.S. would range
between 900 and 3,000 p.p.m.

The resistivity depth probe at Site 3, near station
7,860 on X-Y, indicates a formation with a resistivity of 12
to 2 ohm-metres, below . 30 feet: Assuming a porosity of
30 (- 10) per cent., the T.D.S. would range between 700 and
2,500 p.D.m.- probably nearer 700 p.p.m.

The Tirobe at Site 4, about 6,000 feet east of station
4,100 on X-Y, indicates the possibility of fresh water below •
70 feet. The formation resistivity is about 25 ohm-metres,
and indicates a T.D.S. of between 700 and 1,500 po.m. for a
porosity of 30 (- 10) per cent.

All data have been reduced, but final checking and •
critical analyses of results are still to be carried out,
together with further correlation with available bore hole
information.
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